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Grave Stele of Hegeso
Time Period: High Classical, c. 410 BCE

Location: Dipylon Cemetary, Athens, Greece

Medium: Pentelic marble and paint

Form: Relief sculpture, vivid carving, elaborate folds in the the drapery. Hegeso is sitting 
while her servant is standing, with the folds of her clothes giving the illusion of their 
bodies under the marble.

Function: Gravestone, or used to honor the dead

Content: Hegeso is the sitting woman opening a jewelry box presented by her servant, 
and there is an inscription that says “Hegeso, daughter of Proxenes”

Context: In that time period, a woman’s social standing relied on male figures, and their 
main purpose was confined to a domestic sphere at home in Grecian culture
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Winged Victory of Samothrace
Time Period: Hellenistic Period 190 BCE

Location: found in Samothrace (an island North of the Aegean Sea)

Medium: Marble

Form: 3D, a statue carved out of marble, 3.28 meters high, figure is in a theatrical stance 
with rigorous movement, and billowing drapery

Function: Possibly made purely for aesthetics or to honor her. Some people say that 
she was made to celebrate naval victory (having being found on a port of a harbor)

Content: A handless/armless statue of the goddess Nike--she has wings and wears 
flowing drapes.

Context:The Greeks back then believed in gods and goddesses, and Nike was the 
goddess of victory--she carried news of victory to and fro.
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The Doryphoros (Spear Bearer)
Time: 450-440 BCE (Classical Era)Medium: Greek (original): bronze; Roman copy:marble

Form: 3 dimensional, free standing sculpture. It is approximately 6.6 feet tall. Ratio of 
head to body is 1:7

Function: “Canon” (measure/rule): exemplifying what was considered to be perfectly 
harmonious and balanced proportions of the human body in sculpted form. It idealized 
the body proportions of men.

Content: Original Greek sculpture made from bronze, but it could be melted and 
reused. Roman copies are made from marble. 

Context: Romans idealized Greek culture since 211 BCE. It symbolized a desirable way of life
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Niobides Krater
Time Period: Classical Greek, c.460-50 BCE

Location: N/A

Medium: red clay, red-figure technique, paint 

Form: Calyx-krater (large punch bowl), stiffness in figures, detailed, perfect/frontal profile, 
foreground/background attempted.

Function: Ancient Greeks used it to mix wine and water, or possibly for worship.

Content: On one side, Apollo and Artemis are killing Niobe’s seven daughters and seven sons. on 
the other side, Herakles is in the center, holding a club and wearing a lion skin. Athena is seen on 
his left. This case contrasts violence on one side and relaxation on the other.

Context: This vase is retelling a Greek story of the mortal Niobe, who had seven daughters and 
seven sons, and claimed that they were greater than Apollo and Artemis. On the other side, 
Herakles is seen offering protection to other people.
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Parthenon
Time Period: 447-432 B.C.E.

Location: Athens, Greece 

Medium: White marble, and some gold

Form:  Bold building with straight columns supporting metopes of war carvings. 

Athena Parthenos is realistic and elegant

The friezes and metopes are awkward yet lifelike 

Function: To symbolize the goddess Athena’s wisdom and strength and honor Athena 

Content: Most of the pieces have events of significance to Athens like wars and

 the birth of Athena

Context: The Greek mythology was ingrained in the social life of Greece and Athens


